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Top story(ies) 

Open access: ‘no evidence’ that zero embargo periods harm publishers 
Debate around embargo periods heightens as Plan S deadline draws near 

Publication policy and debate 

UK Publishing: An economic powerhouse 

Self-organising peer review for preprints – A future paradigm for scholarly 
publishing 

Editing is at the Heart of Scholarly Publishing  

Transformative Agreements: A Primer 

Researcher to Reader (R2R) Debate: Is Sci-Hub Good or Bad for Scholarly 
Communication? 

Guest Post — Rob Johnson on Shifting Relationship Dynamics and Imbalances in 
an Open Access World  

Most European universities failing to monitor open access costs 
Survey finds that European institutions have open access policies in place – but far 
fewer have specific targets systems to check their progress 

How the open access model hurts academics in poorer countries 

Open data 

Powering Up: How the Research Data Alliance Is Making Open Research a Reality  
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International publishing 

Norway and Elsevier Agree on Pilot National Licence for Research Access and 
Publishing 

Cambridge University Press reaches major Open Access agreement in Germany 

The First Read and Publish Deal with California: An Interview with Cambridge 
University Press 

Open Access Publishing: New Evidence on Faculty Attitudes and Behaviors 

Metrics 

Are altmetrics able to measure societal impact in a similar way to peer review?  

Publication ethics 

Balkans lead drive to criminalise academic misconduct 
Montenegro becomes one of the first countries to outlaw not only plagiarism, but also 
donation of authorship and fabrication of research results 
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